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T- mobile for business pos provider

So you've started a small business, and now you're ready to get paid. But choosing a pos system is not as simple as it sounds. Many POS systems are on the market and there is no solution for everyone to suit everyone. Here are eight of the most popular POS options, listed by the type of business they fit best. Businesses that want versatility: SquareFree mobile card reader when registering. Square
Stand, which becomes a cash register when you connect it to an iPad.For large businesses, a POS system with fully integrated software and hardware. Square is one of the most versatile payment systems on the market. It works with iOS and Android smartphones and tablets, and integrates with QuickBooks, Xero and other apps. And with Square Stand, you can connect additional hardware, including a
cash drawer, receipt printer and barcode scanner - even if it only works with iPads.The free Square app allows you to build a custom registry by entering prices and photos for items and organizing them by category. The app also allows you to accept payments offline. accept cash, cheques and gift cards; send receipts; and track inventory. With a separate and free Square Dashboard app, you can view
sales reports, manage employee timesheets, and send invoices. Square Register is a fully integrated POS system that comes with software and hardware with two monitors. This allows customers to see products as they are backing up and eliminates the need for merchants to buy a tablet or phone. MORE: How to choose the right POS system for your businessesBusinesses with an online store:
ShopifyComes with a customizable online store and blog, plus analytics dashboards. Integrates with other apps like MailChimp and Xero, as well as social media platforms for selling products. Shopify is a good option for online businesses. It allows you to easily build and customize your online store with templates, accept orders and payments online, and integrate the carrier. You can also integrate with
and sell products on social media platforms, such as Facebook and Pinterest.To accept personal payments, Shopify offers two card readers: a tap, chip and swipe reader that accepts contactless payments and a chip and swipe reader. Physical store businesses: ShopKeepProvides inventory tracking, sales analysis, employee management, and customer marketing. Integrates with MailChimp, QuickBooks
and AppCard, a customer loyalty service. ShopKeep is designed specifically for restaurants and retailers. The free app works with iPads, and you can buy additional hardware, including card readers, registry racks, cash drawers and receipt printers to customize your setup. The company's payment processing service, ShopKeep Payments, will process credit card transactions at variable rates, depending
on your type of operation, years in business and other factors. Or you can use a third-party processor. Companies that want a custom POS system: CloverClovers accept credit cards, EMV chip card EMV chip cards contactless payments. The company offers a mix of hardware options, from laptop to countertop. Most other systems work with an iPad or Android tablet; However, the clover's hardware is
proprietary. The company offers portable POS system options called Clover Mobile and Clover Go.Clover Station, which includes a receipt printer and cash drawer, carrying a monthly service fee, said Schulze, head of Clover App Market. Clover Station is best for brick-and-mortar stores. You can lease or purchase Clover Mini, Clover Mobile, Clover Station or Clover Go from various providers, including
Bank of America and Sam's Club.Clover also help you track sales, inventory and timesheets, gain a better understanding of your customers and their shopping habits, and help you create your own branded gift cards. High-powered or multi-location businesses: RevelFeature: Offers customizable hardware and software that provides inventory management and tracking, loyalty and gift card applications and
restaurant table management. Revel is ideal for larger brick-and-mortar businesses that need a robust POS system. It requires an iPad, but offers several hardware options and add-ons. You can integrate features specific to your type of business. For example, restaurants can get ingredient inventory management and ordering at the table, and retailers can get stock tracking and gift card programs. Revel's
hardware is preconfigured, so you can take it out of the box, plug it in and get started. To get Revel, you need to talk to a sales representative, who will help you determine the right combination of hardware and software features for your business. Prices depend on the type of business you own, the number of terminals you need, the volume of transactions you have and the features you choose, among
other things, says Revel spokesman Richard Tso by email. Revel also integrates with QuickBooks and PayPal.Businesses with large invoice transactions: Intuit QuickBooks PaymentsLets you invoice and accept payments, and track invoices and reminders for payments. Allows free bank transfers and comes with automatic posting. Intuit QuickBooks Payments is a solid option for businesses that already
use QuickBooks accounting software, because the two sync. Transactions are also free when the customer pays you via bank transfer instead of credit card. Businesses that accept many PayPal payments: PayPal HereAccepts all payment types. Provides warehouse management. Allows you to add up to 1,000 users to one account. Generates custom sales reports. If you sell products online and PayPal,
but also want a way to allow personal payment, PayPal is a good option. It is a free mobile app that works with iOS, Android and Windows smartphones and tablets. The PayPal Here mobile card reader is plugged into the device's headphone jack. Chip card reader allows you to process chip cards and contactless payments. With the app, you can create and invoices, register cash cash check payments,
and view sales reports. It integrates with your online PayPal account, allowing you to track online and personal payments under one system. Small-business POS systems: Summary of options This article is part of a larger series at POS Systems.Increased mobility is key to adapting to the way people shop. Mobile POS apps enable businesses to take care of customers efficiently and complete sales
anywhere in the store, curb and off-site. A mobile POS (mPOS) also enables to manage business tasks remotely with tablets or smartphones, although many also offer terminals, credit card processors and other tools. The best mobile POS software for small businesses is: Square: Best overall free mobile POS software for small businesses Shopkeep: Best mobile POS for retail hybrid businesses
Lightspeed: Best mobile POS for retailers and specialty stores Shopify: Best for online businesses expand to personal sales Clover: Best for mobile POS to build your customer base Toast: Best mobile POS for sit-down restaurants How we evaluated mobile POS software Most popular POS systems offer a certain level of mobility , so we narrowed our list of 36 popular POS software down to eight with the
best mobile solutions. We then compared these eight POS systems based on pricing and mobility features, including compatibility with iOS and Android systems, offline mode, and digital receipts. We also reviewed general POS features, including payment types, warehouse management, and access to integrations such as e-commerce, team management, and marketing features. Finally, we assessed our
retail expert's opinion based on their personal knowledge of each software. Based on our evaluation criteria, Square comes out on top as the best mobile POS for small businesses, receiving the highest overall score from our mobile POS software rating system (4.11 out of 5). Our mobile POS score system ranked our top eight choices according to what we recommend based on testing different software
and working with small businesses that use POS systems every day. Click through the tabs below for a more detailed overview of our evaluation criteria. We looked at each software pricing plan for options under $75 monthly because we want to highlight the most cost-effective solution. Maximizing sales is important, so we checked for revenue constraints and gave top points for unlimited transaction
processing, inventory entries, and volume discounts. We also scored for systems that provide users with the most flexible payment processing options. Finally, we assigned high grades for POS providers that help users get the most financial hardware solution for their business. Mobile POS software users come from different industries, so we wanted a solution that offers the most Features. First, we
looked at the ability to accept most types of payments and the depth of inventory management tools offered by the system. We also wanted software that highlights relationships and loyalty functions. Points were also given to software that provides access to a wide variety of integrations and additions. Finally, we looked for the quality of built-in reporting features that support the system's business
management tools. General convenience is the theme of mPOS-specific features, which is why we highlighted many usability criteria in this section. We wanted a system that provides the best possible mobility, as users should be able to process transactions outside the site, the curb and anywhere inside the store. We also ensured that each mPOS solution can issue digital receipts and ring sales offline.
Points were also given for systems that offer the most options for compatible operating system and mobile devices. We evaluated each system's customer service availability, providing high marks for those who provide round-the-clock support. We also ensured that users get cloud-based solutions, which enable businesses to process transactions and access information from anywhere, thereby supporting
mobility in the POINT of sale. Finally, we evaluate each system's overall performance from a professional point of view, so that readers know how highly we would recommend the software, and for what type of business it suits best. We took a detailed look at the quality of both general and industry-specific features, and added a standout, as well as any missing features. We also weighed the software and
hardware options against the cost of determining which system provides a good overall value for the price. I have also awarded points based on my personal experience in interaction with the software and company customer support. * Percentages of total score Best Overall Free Mobile POS Forever-free subscription plan Compatible with Android and iOS Includes a free magstripe reader Limited to
Squares payment processor Quality of support needs improvement Restaurant and retail software not compatible with Android RATING CRITERIA Prices 5 AV 5 General Features 3.63 of 5 mPOS specific features 4.8 AV 5 Ease of use 3.75 AV 5 Expert Score 5 AV 5 Square POS is the most versatile of all industry-leading POS systems in the market today. It offers free POS solutions for restaurants,
retailers, and deal-based businesses at the same time including a free online store. Add a free magstripe card reader that transforms smartphones into payment processors, and Square makes it easy for everyone to start their own business. Mobile POS users will also like square being compatible with both Android and iOS operating system software. Based on our evaluation, Square earned 4.61 out of 5,
earning top marks for awards, mobility and expert scores. However, a somewhat steep add-on pricing structure and unreliable live customer support prevented the software from getting a perfect score. Square is also our choice for the best general POS system for small businesses, as it provides the best value for the retail, restaurant and service companies service companies Square offers a free plan for
its POS software, including industry-specific counterparts. However, Square for Retail, Square for Restaurants and Square Appointments have all the paid plans you can upgrade to. Using Square's POS software, it means that users also have to use their built-in card processor, which may not be exactly a deal breaker with its simple flat-rate processing fee. Mobile POS users can use smartphones to
process payments, but there are also installment plans available to those who want to buy additional hardware. Square POS: Free Square POS for retail: $0-$299 per month per location Square POS for restaurants: $0-$299 per city Square Deals: $0-$90 per month Personal card transaction fee: 2.6% + 10 cents per tap (mobile payments), dipped (chip card), and swiped (magstripe card) Keyed-in card
transaction fee: 3.5% + 15 cents (manual or card on file) Online card payments : 2.9% + 30 cents per transaction Custom rates : available to businesses with more than $250,000 in card sales and has an average ticket size of over $15 Hardware: Each Square POS account comes with a free magstripe reader, while a contactless reader for EMV and chip cards costs $49. Mobile POS users can also go with
Square Terminal for $299. Other hardware ranges from $39 to $639. Square mPOS users can accept card payments on the go with their magstripe and contactless card reader Payments and checkout: Square is PCI compliant, and can be used to accept most payment types, process discounts, tips and refunds, send email receipts, and sync data across multiple POS systems or locations. Mobility: Cloud-
based and can only accept offline card transactions by keeping payment information for 72 hours and automatically processing payment information when it reconnects to the Internet. Sends digital receipts. Device compatibility: Connect Square's card reader to Android and iOS smartphones or tablets. Or buy Square Terminal, a mobile POS system. Square is also compatible with receipt printers, barcode
scanners, customers and kitchen-facing displays. Enterprise Management Tools: Upload and manage unlimited inventory items and set low inventory alerts. Create customer profiles, track purchase history, and manage online orders. E-commerce: Square comes with a fully integrated free online store so it automatically syncs with your inventory information. Sell on Instagram and other social media
platforms, accept online orders, set deals, and arrange for pickup or delivery for pickup or services. Reporting: Square's Dashboard app allows users to view and compare the sales performance of each placement. It also provides daily reports of refunds, customer insights and inventory. Users with upgraded plans will also find additional data, such as team performance, loyalty, and marketing data reports.
Best for Hybrid Businesses Strong Compatible with third-party card processors Includes a card reader in all plans plans Employee Management Tools Integrations require an upgrade to a higher paid plan Payments via smartphones are only through the virtual terminal. Offline mode limited to the use of Clover unit with Shopify Payments RATING CRITERIA Prices 4.25 AV 5 General features 4.13 of 5
mPOS Specific features 4.8 out of 5 Usability 5 AV 5 Expert Score 4.69 AV 5 Shopkeep is our best mobile POS software for retail hybrid businesses such as grocery stores with cafes or convenience stores with high-end goods. The hotel offers restaurant tools such as ingredient-level inventory tracking and betting with its retail features. Mobile POS users will find Shopkeep's strong inventory management
tools very useful for addressing customer concerns and completing transactions anywhere in the store. In our evaluation, Shopkeep scored a 4.49 out of 5, after a close second behind Square. It got high ratings for general features, usability and expert points, while limited access to offline payment processing and device compatibility prevented Shopkeep from taking the top spot in our rankings. One of
Shopkeep's benefits is the affordable paid plans. Users get advanced inventory and employee management features with their basic plan for just $49 monthly. With unlimited transaction processing and a free card reader, Shopkeep definitely offers a great value. Offline mode is also possible for mobile POS users who choose a Clover handheld device along with Shopkeep's built-in payment processor.
ShopKeep POS: Starts at $49 per month with annual billing and $69 when billed monthly. Online ordering, digital contactless ordering, loyalty programs and mobile apps available with higher plans. Personal card transaction fee: 2.5% + 10 cents per print, dip, and swipe Keyed-in card transaction fee: 3.5% (Shopkeep Mobile Payments via virtual terminal) Billed transaction fee: 2.8% + 10 cents per invoice
Online card payments: 2.9% + 30 cents per transaction Custom pricing: Shopkeep offers exchange plus prices Hardware: Shopkeep provides a free credit card reader with qualifying paid plans. Mobile POS users can choose between using a smartphone to take payments via Shopkeep's built-in virtual terminal or attaching a card reader to a tablet. The price of a complete start kit starts at $809. Pair your
existing Android or iOS tablet with your Shopkeep cash register or credit card reader. Mobility: Shopkeep is a hybrid solution, able to store data in the cloud and during the area on-premises without an internet connection. Offline payment processing is only available to Clover device users with Shopkeep payments as a payment processor. Device compatibility: Shopkeep runs on both Android and iOS
operating software, and Shopkeep's credit card reader can be connected to a tablet to accept payments. The software is also compatible with Clover devices. Accessories such as barcode scanners and sold separately. Business Management Tools: Manage multiple more types, process discounts, refunds, and even partial payments. Users also have access to in-depth inventory, personnel performance,
and customer management tools. In addition, users can create barcode labels, send electronic or print custom receipts. E-commerce: Shopkeep's e-commerce integration allows users to create an online store and sell on social media platforms like Instagram and Facebook, and on other marketplaces like Amazon. The system synchronizes completely with shopkeep POS on-hand inventory. Integrations:
Shopkeep integrates with several tools like QuickBooks Online and Mailchimp. There are also marketing tool integrations such as loyalty programs, gift cards, and shopping cart cancellation remarketing. There are also tools to support delivery and curb pickup for online sales. Reporting: Shopkeep users get real-time data about sales, inventory value, transaction tables, and more. An analytics dashboard
displays a quick summary of sales results at the end of the day, including shift summary and registry activity. Some plans also include Shopkeep's Pocket mobile mobile app for mobile reporting to monitor your business on the go. Best for retailers and specialty stores working on iOS and desktop Strong reporting features Feature-rich inventory management Has a learning curve Expensive monthly
subscription cost Not compatible with Android RATING CRITERIA Prices 5 AV 5 General features 3.63 AV 5 mPOS Specific features 3.93 AV 5 Usability 5 AV 5 Expert Score 4.69 AV 5 Lightspeed is one of our best recommended POS systems for retailers. It's also a good choice for businesses that need a mobile POS because it's compatible with Apple iPads and can run on any browser. Lightspeed's
inventory management of matrices can handle large volumes, complex sets or bundles, many variants, as well as a work order function for services such as repairs or building custom products. Based on our evaluation, Lightspeed received a score of 4.39 out of 5, with high ratings for pricing, ease of use and advanced warehousing and analysis tools. However, some important features such as loyalty
programs, accounting integrations, and customizable reporting are only available with more expensive plans. That said, lightspeed is still one of the most feature-rich POS systems in the market and is our best recommendation for inventory management. Lightspeed's basic subscription plan still falls within our affordable plan threshold, which means start-up retailers with a high inventory volume can hit the
ground running with Lightspeed's advanced inventory features. Using Lightspeed's built-in payment processor also includes a free payment terminal. However, mobile POS users who prefer alternative payment processing can choose between Lightspeed's integrated payment systems that include WorldPay and TSYS. Lightspeed Retail POS software: $69-$259 monthly Extra terminal: $29 month Personal
card transaction fee: 2.6% + 10 cents tapped, inserted or swiped Keyed-in card transaction fee: 2.6% + 30 cents per Custom pricing: Lightspeed offers volume discount rates for businesses that process over $250,000 a month Hardware: Subscribing to Lightspeed's built-in payment processing includes a free payment terminal. Access the system from a web browser or users can download the software to
an iPhone or iOS tablet. Alternatively, Lightspeed also offers options for iPad and station POS kits along with other hardware accessories. Lightspeed Retail provides a fully integrated POS system with its e-commerce and omnichannel tools. Sales Tools: Add photos and specify product variants to serve customers anywhere in the store. Lightspeed also offers a professional e-commerce solution that can
be combined with contactless payment and omnichannel tools for a powerful integrated retail POS system. Mobility: Lightspeed Retail is a hybrid solution. Data is stored in Lightspeed's servers and synchronised to the user's platform and is also accessible via a web browser. However, offline mode is only available for Lightspeed Restaurant POS solutions, so your iPad requires a Wi-Fi connection to
process payments. Device compatibility: Lightspeed runs on iOS and is one of our most recommended iPad POS systems. It is also available from a web browser with Lightspeed Web Works on Firefox Chrome. Wireless boxes, Bluetooth scanners, and receipt printers are also compatible hardware. Business Management Tools: The process accepts all payment types, including discounts, layaway options,
and refunds. Basic and advanced features for warehouse management, customer relationship management, and reporting capabilities are also built into the system. Ecommerce: E-commerce features are available in higher level plans. Built to accept international sales, with 14 languages and multiple currencies, it is fully integrated so that managing sales and inventory is done seamlessly from the
platform. It also allows users to sell on social media, run marketing campaigns, and manage shipping. Integrations: Lightspeed offers a wide range of integrations, including QuickBooks, Xero and Mailchimp. There are also a number of specialty store integrations for business-specific features such as bike rental, appointment scheduling and instant messaging. Reporting: There are over 50 built-in reports
for Lightspeed that include sales, profits, low inventory, team performance, and customer reports. Users can also create custom reports along with visualizations and guides on interpreting data. Best mPOS for Online Businesses Competitive Subscription Plan Includes Shipping Tools and Discounts Includes Multiple Location Management Missing Offline Payment Processing Fees for Use by Third Party
Payment Processors Requires an E-Commerce Account RATING Criteria Prices 4.25 OUT OF 5 General Features 24.13 OF 5 mPOS Specific Features 4.05 OUT OF 5 Usability 5 OF 5 Expert Score 5 AV 5 Shopify is a Large in the world of online sales. And for those who are ready to cross over to personal sale, Shopify also offers a free POS app POS app a POS pro solution for a seamless transition. You
need a Shopify e-commerce plan to use the POS app, but it provides all the omnichannel features you might want at an affordable price. Shopify received an overall score of 4.36 out of 5, and outstanding ratings for pricing usability, omnichannel tools and overall value. Lack of treatment of offline payment prevented Shopify from earning a higher score. Shopify's basic plan offers some of the best value-for-
money features. The basic POS app, called Shopify POS Lite, is free with every Shopify e-commerce plan. Users can manage up to four locations and access shipping features, including discounts. Transaction fees vary depending on the e-commerce subscription plan, and third-party payment processors are available, but at an additional cost. Shopify POS Lite: Free, comes with Shopify's Ecommerce
subscription that costs $29 – $299 per month Shopify POS Pro: $89 per month/place, on top of some e-commerce plan subscription Hardware costs: None. Download Shopify POS app to an iPad or Android smartphone or tablet Card Reader: Shopify Tap and Chip Card Reader $49 Retail kit: $229 includes iPad stand, Card and Chip Reader and Docking Station, Mounting Kit and Mini Dock Cable
Hardware Accessories: Barcode Scanners (from $229), Label Printers (from $119), cash drawers ($139), receipt printers (from $289) Shop POSify are included in all Shopify e-commerce plans. Omnichannel features: Shopify's main advantage is its omnichannel features. Users can set up seamless payment options so customers can browse the store and buy online, buy online and pick up in-store, or buy
in-store and request shipping. There are also tools for sending customers via email with invitations to buy online, and QR codes to drive customers in-store online. Mobility: Shopify is primarily a web host, Service as a Software (SaaS) solution, so its operation depends on a reliable Internet connection. Even if it doesn't process offline transactions, users can still call up sales through a mobile device or
computer. Device compatibility: Shopify POS now runs on both iOS devices (10.0+) and Android (5.0+). It also supports Bluetooth scanners and printers. Business management tools: Accept custom payment types, manage shared payment methods, partial payments, discounts, refunds, and exchanges. Create customer profiles with tags, manage contact information, customize loyalty programs, run
marketing campaigns via email, and more. Manage warehouses, orders, and products across multiple locations. Reporting: Retail sales reports, cash flow reports, financial reports, discount reports, and cash tracking are available in both POS plans. POS Pro users also have access to daily sales, product, and staff performance reports. Best for Customer Engagement Strong User-friendly interface Built-in
e-commerce integration Full access to API Limited reporting features in basic plan Requires purchase of hardware to access order management features Hardware can be expensive expensive keyed-in transaction fee ASSESSMENT CRITERIA Rates 4.25 OF 5 General features 3.63 AV 5 mPOS Specific features 4.8 AV 5 Usability 5 AV 5 Expert Score 4.06 AV 5 Clover POS stands out because
businesses have access to customer loyalty and rewards management tools regardless of the plan they subscribe to. Most POS software includes loyalty and rewards as an add-on. Clover has software for both retail and restaurant businesses. Users can define time-honored discounts (for happy hours) and loyalty programs that are activated after recurring business. A Clover Rewards app joins your
business to other Clover users in a rewards program that encourages customers. For this reason, we recommend Clover as the best mPOS software in building a strong customer base. Based on our criteria, Clover received an overall score of 4.26 out of 5, with outstanding badges for mPOS-specific features and ease of use. But the somewhat steep cost of hardware and limited access to inventory, order
management and reporting features prevented Clover from earning more points. Clover also lost points because it is also owned by First Data. Although you can purchase Clover through third party reseller services accounts, if you buy directly through Clover, you get a First Data seller account, which is not one of our recommended payment processors. Clover POS offers solutions from simply accepting
and tracking payments with a mobile device, to a full-fledged restaurant setup. For mobile POS users, Clover has tablet options and completely independent handheld solutions. Each hardware device option can be paired with Clovers subscription plans. Clover POS Software: $9.95-$39.95 monthly. The $9.95 plan includes only entered virtual terminal payment processing, which is more expensive. Clover
Go: Mobile card reader for smartphone, $69 Clover Flex: Independent handheld mPOS, $499 or $166/mo. in 3 months Clover Mini: Tablet mPOS with built-in printer, $749 or $250/mo. in 3 months Clover offers a wide variety of mobile POS hardware solutions. Mobility: Clover is a cloud-based solution, so data is available anywhere with an Internet connection, even on a web browser with its web dashboard.
It is also available offline and can process transactions that will be synchronized as soon as your Internet connection is restored. Device compatibility: Clover runs on both iOS and Android devices and is also available online for processing transactions with its virtual terminal. Business Management Tools: Manage shared payment bids, accept payments at the table, and through QR code on invoice.
Manage and track menu and inventory items, including item variants, exchanges, and modifiers. Order processing options include processing order types, open tabs, electronic ordering, table assignment, and table order. E-commerce: E-commerce features include integrations with and Ecwid. You can sync customer and inventory data, connect and sell in online and instagram marketplaces. Integrations:
Integrations: from e-commerce, Clover also integrates with QuickBooks, Docusign Gusto, and Timelock. Other tools are available for managing phone orders, appointments, and more. Reporting: Aside from the basic transaction and sales after employee reporting, users with upgraded plans also have access to product mix reporting, revenue class reporting, and sales by order type. Best Mobile POS for
Restaurants Touchless Ordering and Payments Popular Third-Party Integrations Table Page and Online Ordering Tools Handheld POS Device Built for Restaurant Service Limited Basic Plan Limited to Android Device Mandatory Registration with Toast Payment Associated with a Long-Term Contract with Toast Payment Processor RATING CRITERIA Prices3.38 AV 5 general features 4.13 of 5 mPOS
specific features 3.55 of 5 usability 5 AV 5 Expert Score 5 AV 5 Restaurants require a different type of POS system , and Toast has designed its POS specifically for this. Casual-dining establishments in need of mobility are where Toast shines, with its table-side ordering, firing, and payment processing tools that provide seamless customer service. Mobile POS users will also appreciate Toast's online and
contactless ordering tools included in its range of solutions. Toast is ideal for casual, fast casual, good food, bars and more, and is the best mobile POS for sit-down restaurants. In our evaluation, Toast scored a 3.98 out of 5 in our mobile POS points system. It received high ratings for mPOS-specific features, ease of use and outstanding restaurant features, while expensive subscriptions and lack of iOS
compatibility prevented Toast from earning a higher score. Toast starts at $69 per month, and restaurant-grade hardware ranging from handheld to kitchen display systems is also available. You must sign up for a toast payments reseller account that has an early termination contract and fee. Contract terms and transaction fees are also customized and therefore not disclosed. Toast Starter: $69 per month,
per terminal (cloud-based POS, payment processing, customer service) Toast Essentials: $99 per month, per terminal (Toast Starter plus online ordering and delivery, Toast take out app) Toast Growth: $189 per month, per terminal (Toast Essentials plus gift cards, loyalty and marketing) Toast Payments: Single flat-rate card transaction fees, custom-built price under contract with early termination fee
Toast Hardware Kit : Starting at $799 Optional add-on : Online ordering, marketing, loyalty, kitchen operations, salary, team management, gift card Toast offers a wide range of restaurant class hardware options. Contactless features: Toast's No-Contact Technology is remarkable, including online ordering and contactless delivery tools as well as Toast's TakeOut App. Businesses get access to local drivers
so there are no commission fees. Guests book directly from you, so you have all the customer data and can enter your own minimum orders and delivery costs. It also gives guests a contactless way to and pay at the table. Mobility: With the handheld device, the waiter can take orders and process payments at the table or curb. Devices also notify waiters when an order is ready. Offline mode allows you to
take payments even without an Internet connection. Device compatibility: Toast is compatible with Android tablets. However, Toast also offers its own suite of hardware built to withstand the daily rush of restaurant activities. Business management tools: Share checks, add tips, open and close bar tabs, issue digital receipts, and get real-time feedback. Manage cancellations, payouts, and set discount
parameters. Manage inventory across multiple locations. Team live training, shift and salary management. Restaurant tools: Take orders and payments on the table. Cloud-based menu management enables users to update and start a menu countdown remotely. Manage warehouse tracking and connect to kitchen display systems. Analytics reporting: Cloud-based reports give users access to data
anywhere. Review sales and performance by location, monitor product blends, get variance reporting, and waste tracking. Bottom Line Small business owners want a mobile POS to maximize sales by removing the limitations of tethered POS systems. But not all businesses are the same, and finding the best fit is just as important as looking for the most affordable solution. We handpicked our choices for
the best mobile POS software with sustainability and the needs of different types of businesses in mind. Square is the best mobile POS system for small businesses because it offers effective solutions for both restaurants and retailers, while opening up the possibility of online expansion at almost zero cost. Built-in payment processing with competitive fees, proactive customer engagement tools, and
hardware options that provide a lot of flexibility also make Square the most versatile overall POS solution. Visit Square to create a free account. Visit Square Anna Dizon contributed to this article. Article.
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